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Importance of Reliability 

• It is estimated that U.S. 

industries needlessly 

waste in excess of $200 

to $500 billion each 

year because of 

unreliability including 

lost opportunities, 

waste, and ineffective 

maintenance practices. 

• Between three and 

seven times spend 

reduction benefits are 

possible.

• Closing the gap can give 

between 50% and 250% 

internal rate of return.

Needless Waste
Reduction 

Benefits
Rate of Return
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Dupont has said that maintenance was once its "single largest controllable cost 

opportunity, representing $100-$300 million per year corporate wide." 



Approach to Maintenance & Reliability Excellence
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Maintenance and Reliability Excellence bridges the gap from 

Leadership Vision and Asset Strategy to Continuous Improvement and 

Sustainability through Frontline Reliability, Precision Maintenance, 

Work Execution, and Condition Monitoring.

Maintenance and Reliability

Excellence



Leadership and Strategy

Does Your Plant Have a Strategy

 Many plants do not have a Reliability Strategy
 Vague or not documented

 No goals or timelines: no clear map to success

 Instead we see a collection of tactics that evolved organically and 

may not be integrated or are in separate silos
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Strategy without tactics is the slow route 
to victory.  Tactics without strategy is the 
noise before defeat.

Lao Tzu, The Art of War



Leadership and Strategy

Current Situation Clarity
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? What is your annual Total Cost 

of Maintenance?

? What is the Cost of 

Unreliability?

? What is the % of reactive work 

relative to total maint. man-hrs?

? Where are the major delays 

and problem areas?  

Labor, parts, freight, storage, etc.

Cost and impacts of business losses

What is the percentage of PM man-hours 

relative to total?

What are the root causes?



Leadership and Strategy

Common Issues in Maintenance Practices 

Often time-

based tasks

Poor 

troubleshooting

Periodicities 

questionable

PdM needs 

improvement 

May not cover 

all failure modes

Operators not 

involved

Root causes not 

solved

Too much 

weight given to 

OEM manuals 

Major chance 

for failure mode 

introduction

They are done 

whether needed 

or not

Lack of process 

or equipment 

knowledge

Or they are not 

done and it 

matters not

Insufficient 

detail to prevent 

variation

May not take 

into account 

operating 

context

Some were put 

in as responses 

to various crises

Failures are not 

being identified 

and prevented 

as well as hoped 

by the existing 

program

Asset 

unavailability 

works against 

traditional PM 

anyway

PMs never find 

anything, never 

report anything, 

never record 

anything

Too many man-

hours dedicated 

to non-value 

added work

Sometimes too 

much 

maintenance or 

not enough



Leadership and Strategy

Vision Precedes Strategy

A vision needs to be clear, sharp, detailed, and inspiring.  A 

Vision attracts commitment and energizes people.
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“Vision always comes first.  Always.  If you have a 

clear vision, you will eventually attract the right 

strategy.  If you don’t have a clear vision, no strategy 

will save you.” 

– Michael Hyatt



Leadership and Strategy

What are the Gaps?
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Development or annual evaluation of Reliability and 

Maintenance Strategies should be focused on closing 

key gaps: where you are vs. where you want to be.

There is an ever-present need for organizations to 

revisit and re-focus on gaps.  Outside perspective is 

valuable. 

Knowledge of best practices is often not widely 

known internally but is critical to your organization's 

rate of progress.  

Focus on Gaps

Outside 

Perspective

Best Practices 



Leadership and Strategy

Seven Particular Areas Affecting Reliability
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Maintenance:

PM, PdM, CBM

Front Line 

Reliability & 

Craft Skills to 

Eliminate Defects

Planning and 

Scheduling 

CMMS 

Utilization

Standards & 

Standard Work

1

2
3

4

5

6.  Organizational Capabilities,  Integration and Leadership

7.  KPIs



Leadership and Strategy

Charting Your Reliability Course
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Leadership and Strategy

Some Common Strategies 

 TPM – Total Productive Maintenance

 RCM – Reliability Centered Maintenance

 PMO – PM Optimization

 Hybrids – examples such as Operator Care or SRCM

 Integrated Hybrids – example: 
 Planning & Scheduling + PMO + Operator Care
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Example from MVP 



Leadership and Strategy

Criticality

 Hallmark of best 
maintenance practices
 Framework to support 
decision making
 Used to focus efforts:

 Reliability Engineering
 Asset strategy developed or 

reviewed
 PM Optimization

 Workflow prioritization
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Frontline Reliability

Operator Asset Care

 Simple

 Sustainable

 The “heart” of TPM

 Engages production and maintenance

 Early identification of failure modes 

 Inspection vigilance

 Solutions oriented

13Operating  Asset Care Toolkit



Precision Maintenance

Gap Analysis Craft Skills Training

Maintenance Training Program

is an integral part of the 

overall Maintenance and 

Reliability strategy

A Structured, Focused, 

Maintenance Training Program



Not 

Observed

The program or 

elements have not 

been observed.  

Exploring

The program or 

elements currently 

exist.  Currently taking 

actions to reach 

Functional status.

Functional

The program or 

elements are complete 

but are not used 

frequently or have 

areas for improvement.  

Effective 

Implementation

The program or 

elements are complete 

and are usually 

effective however does 

not meet best practice 

standards.

Best 

Practice

Best in Class program 

in use with a 

continuous 

improvement plan in 

place to maintain 

quality.

4.2  PM Consistency

Gap Analysis Example – Preventive Maintenance
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4.1 Historical Basis 

of PM Work

PM work plans are 

developed as a result of a 

specific event (work 

stoppage) as a corrective 

action.  

Overall breakdown 

maintenance history is used 

to create PM work plans 

and schedule frequencies on 

specific machines. PMs are 

developed based on 

problems that occurred 

elsewhere on similar 

equipment.  

PM work plans are created 

by analyzing possible 

effects on safety, 

environment, equipment 

availability, product quality, 

as well as PM work 

history. FMEAs are used to 

support the decision for 

implementing a PM.  

PM work plans are 

routinely or automatically 

adjusted based on 

operating hours and the 

previous “Level Four” 

criteria. There is evidence 

of an understanding of the 

failure modes and the 

proper PM. PM frequency 

or PM technique to be 

applied.  

Breakdown Maintenance 

only or limited PM work.

With lack of 

documentation and 

supervisor change, PMs are 

being missed.  

PMs have been reviewed 

and selective adjustments 

have taken place to better 

utilize available manpower 

i.e. frequency change. 

PMs are being added to 

address recurring 

problems. Predictive 

techniques are being 

implemented as an 

alternative strategy where 

applicable.  

The quality of PMs are 

improving with greater 

detail and better feedback 

to improve effectiveness of 

maintenance. All PMs have 

been reviewed and 

replaced with predictive 

technologies where 

appropriate.  

With work force 

reductions, many PMs have 

been reduced or 

eliminated without 

evidence of analysis for 

decision making.



Work Execution

PM Optimization

 Same aim as RCM:  RCM more applicable to new 

installations whereas PMO is for existing programs

 Avoids needless over-analyzation, lengthy spreadsheets 

with hundreds of failure modes, the majority of which 

(80%) result in the recommendation of “No Scheduled 

Maintenance.”

 PMO starts with the existing PM program tasks and 

known failures – avoids the insignificant failures altogether

 Avoids time consuming (and limited value) of defining in 

detail all the functional statements

 Much faster (up to six times as fast)
16



Not 

Observed

The program or 

elements have not 

been observed.  

Exploring

The program or 

elements currently 

exist.  Currently taking 

actions to reach 

Functional status.

Functional

The program or 

elements are complete 

but are not used 

frequently or have 

areas for improvement.  

Effective 

Implementation

The program or 

elements are complete 

and are usually 

effective however does 

not meet best practice 

standards.

Best 

Practice

Best in Class program 

in use with a 

continuous 

improvement plan in 

place to maintain 

quality.

3.1  Planning

3.2 Maintenance 

Planner

Gap Analysis Example – Planning & Scheduling 
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Planned maintenance 

activities are beginning on 

the critical production and 

utility systems.

Planned maintenance is 

implemented on all 

production centers and 

utility systems. Planning 

includes determining the 

proper methods, 

manpower, material and 

other resources for efficient 

and effective job execution.  

Materials, drawings, and 

unique tools are kitted and 

staged for specific jobs.

Planned maintenance is a 

way of life at the plant.  

Long range equipment 

outage planning occurs 

regularly with all affected 

departments. Weekly 

planning meetings are held 

to focus on work planned 

two to three weeks out.

The Plant has been 

successful at operating 

with a planned 

maintenance philosophy 

for over one year.  

Planned maintenance 

metrics validate the 

effectiveness of the 

system.

Planned maintenance is 

rarely utilized other than 

for corporate 

requirements.

Maintenance planner is 

available but performs 

other task than planning 

some portion of the time.  

Maintenance planner is 

dedicated to planning. Level 

of planning is limited due to 

the number of people they 

are planning for. The Craft 

to Planner ratio is greater 

than 25:1.  

Maintenance planner holds 

weekly meeting with 

operations and 

maintenance to prioritize 

work. All work orders 

have estimated hours 

assigned. The Craft to 

Planner ratio is less than 

25:1.  

The Plant has been 

successful at operating 

with a planned 

maintenance philosophy 

for over one year.  

Planned maintenance 

metrics validate the 

effectiveness of the 

system.

No identified Maintenance 

Planner exists but there is 

evidence of some planning 

activity.



Online Monitoring

Asset Health Management

 RCM & Criticality Analysis

 Equipment Maintenance Plans

 Condition Based Monitoring

 Risk-Based Inspection Program
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Continuous Improvement 

and Sustainability

Maintenance and Reliability Process
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